Mechanical anisotropy in cobra skin is related to body movement.
The mechanical breaking stress and strain of cobra leather, along with their mechanical anisotropies, were studied in relation to body movement. The mechanical breaking strain in the transverse direction (TD), which was perpendicular to the direction (CCD) from the caudal to the cranial end, was much larger around the dorsum, and slightly larger around the abdomen, than that in the CCD. The mechanical strain is closely related to the expansion of skin. The mechanical anisotropy of cobra leather was relatively large in the dorsum, but smaller in the abdomen. These findings indicate that it was comparatively easy for the cobra body to expand preferentially in the TD around the dorsum and also to expand roughly equally in all directions around the abdomen, whereas expansion of the dorsum in the CCD was restricted by the spinal column. These findings also suggest that the strong mechanical anisotropy in cobra leather is closely related to the motion of the skin around the waist, which accompanies movement of the body.